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News from DPA-System: Authorised representative 
In connection with the implementation of the revised 
WEEE2 directive and the coming into effect of the 
amendments in Denmark, DPA-System submits 
information to the affected parties about the practical 
implications of the amendments. 

Subject:  
Designation of an authorised representative (AR) in 
Denmark  
Recipients:  
Collective schemes operating in Danmark  

Clarification and development of the IT system 
It is now clarified with the Danish EPA, when and how producers can or must designate an 
authorised representative to assume their producer responsibility in Denmark (AR). Still 
outstanding is the software development of the IT technical solution. 

On DPA-System's website it is described how the regulations should be implemented both 
formally and in practice, including the formal requirements to be met in connection with the 
transfer of legal responsibility cf. the Producer responsibility legislation. 

Read more here: 

• Producer schemes: Authorised representative

• Registration: Registration of authorised representative

The implementation of the provisions on the authorised representative, results in a relatively 
extensive modification of the data structure in the Register. Design of IT architecture and 
software development are ongoing, and we will inform you as soon as the IT solution is 
established. This work also includes similar development of the XML interface , which is 
established for the use of some collective schemes data transfer (elretur) . 

https://www.dpa-system.dk/en/WEEE/Producers/Producer-Compliance-Schemes/Authorised-representative
https://www.dpa-system.dk/en/WEEE/Producers/Registration/Registration_of_authorised_representative
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If there is a need for a meeting to get a common understanding of both the formal 
requirements and the purely practical IT management, DPA-System will facilitate this in early 
January. 

DPA-System will inform you continually, as well as the website will contain the relevant 
information as implementation progresses. 
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